A combined bioinformatic approach oriented to the analysis and design of peptides with high affinity to MHC class I molecules.
We report on a new method to compute the antigenic degree of peptides from available experimental data on peptide binding affinity to class I MHC molecules. The methodology is a combination of two strategies at different levels of information. The first, at the primary structure level, consists in expressing the peptides binding activity as a profile of amino acid contributions, amino acid similarity being accounted for by their characteristic physicochemical properties and their position within the sequence. The higher level of the strategy is based on a meticulous analysis of the contact interface of the peptides with the cleft constituting the receptor region of a particular class I MHC molecule. Interaction interfaces are inferred by docking the peptide onto the receptor groove of the MHC molecule; evaluation of the affinity of the peptide to the receptor is then performed by analysis of the electrostatic and hydrophobic energies on points of the interaction interface. The result is a robust system for analysis of peptide affinity to class I MHC molecules since while the first analysis dictates the composition of active sequences at the amino acid level, the second translates this information to the atomic level, where the molecular interaction can be analyzed in terms of the intrinsic interatomic forces and energies. Evaluation results for the methodology are encouraging since high affinity peptides are reflected by high scores at both levels of information, and are proportionally lower for peptides of medium and lower affinity for which interaction surfaces show relatively lower electrostatic complementarity and hydrophobic correlation than for the former.